Make a REAL Difference
Spread the Word
Get Organized for Revolution
A Better World IS Possible!
What You Can Do Today
1. Distribute this Special Issue of REVOLUTION: The “5-2-6”
• Get this issue out far and wide.
The 5 Stops, the 2 Choices, and the 6 Points of Attention that are in
the centerfold simply state: Why we need a revolution – the 5 Stops;
and, why if you want these outrages to stop you have 2 Choices; and if
you choose to act in the interests of humanity: here are the 6 principles
that the Revolution Clubs uphold, live by, and fight for today. THIS
PROVIDES THE BASIC AND SIMPLE APPROACH TO INTRODUCING
PEOPLE TO THE REVOLUTION YOURSELF.
• You can also post the 5-2-6 on social media; go to
www.revcom.us/revolutiontour/
• Let us know your thoughts and questions at:
revolution.reports@yahoo.com
2. Join the Revolution Club or, start one where you are.
• The Revolution Club is where people like you can take part in, and
represent for, the revolution in an organized way as you learn more
about the revolution: its scientific method and approach, its leadership,
strategy and goals.
• The 6 Points of Attention (the POA’s) are the principles around which
the Revolution Clubs are organized. Discuss them with others, form a
group and distribute them. Get in touch with the national Revolution
Clubs at www.revcom.us/revolutionclub/ and we’ll help you get going.
3. Donate and Raise Funds for the revolution. The Get Organized for
an ACTUAL Revolution Tour needs big funds to be able to send teams of
organizers across the country over the next year. Sustain the tour with a
monthly contribution. When you raise funds you raise awareness.
Go online to www.revcom.us/revolutiontour/.

The National
Get Organized for
an ACTUAL Revolution
Tour
The National Tour to Get Organized
for an ACTUAL Revolution is
travelling the country over the next
year to involve you and thousands of
people like you in this movement for
an actual revolution. We are working
to develop an organized and
growing force, of thousands now,
so that we can have an increasing
impact on the whole country—with
the whole world in mind, preparing
for the time when we really could
make a real revolution. To find out
more and support the tour go to:
www.revcom.us

We have a great strength in the leadership of
Bob Avakian (BA), who over decades has developed
the new communism, qualitatively advancing the
science. BA breaks down why reality is the way it is,
and how people can change it for the better.
He has developed the science, the strategy, and the
concrete vision and blueprint for a radically different
and much better society and world in the Constitution
for the New Socialist Republic in North America. At
the same time, BA deeply understands and connects
with the most oppressed, and he provides strategic
leadership for the movement today.

For the full understanding of why we need and could actually
make revolution, WATCH the film of a speech by Bob Avakian:
“...We Have
2 Choices:
either, live
with all this &
condemn future
generations to
the same, or
worse, if they
have a future at
all... Or, MAKE
REVOLUTION!”

WHY WE NEED AN ACTUAL REVOLUTION

AND HOW WE CAN REALLY MAKE REVOLUTION
A film in 2 Parts with Clips and Q&A’s @ revcom.us

—Bob Avakian

@tuneintorevcom
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